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ACS Benefit Services, Cigna Reach Agreement to Offer Dialysis +Plus Renal Claims
Management Program with Cigna Network Plans Beginning 1/1/21
Winston-Salem, NC – ACS Benefit Services announced this week that it has reached an agreement with
Cigna to begin offering its Dialysis +Plus renal claims management program paired with Cigna network
plans effective 1/1/21.
Launched by ACS earlier this year in partnership with Specialty Care Management (SCM), Dialysis +Plus is a
proprietary and comprehensive solution that was created to alleviate the burden of complex, confusing,
high-cost dialysis claims through streamlined administration. From plan design and member onboarding
logistics to appropriate repricing and timely, accurate adjudication, Dialysis +Plus handles all aspects of
renal claims management.
Already unique to the industry in that it can be paired with any type of coverage and can be added to a
group’s benefit portfolio off-cycle from renewal, Dialysis +Plus and its proven plan savings will now be
available to any group on a Cigna network plan including Cigna’s national PPO and OAP network.
According to ACS CEO Kari L. Niblack, this is a game changer in the health benefits space.
“With Dialysis +Plus, we provide a white-glove, concierge participant experience, and there is no
guesswork. We continue our relentless focus on delivering a simple, transparent solution to high-cost
dialysis claims—offered at a flat case rate—that is already delivering an average, all-in, net discount
exceeding 77.5% off billed charges across our participants,” said Niblack. “Now that Dialysis +Plus is
accessible to anyone on a Cigna network, the flood gates of health plan savings for employer groups
nationwide have opened. Dialysis +Plus has already changed the game maximizing value-generation for our
clients, and we’re just getting started!”
To find out more about Dialysis +Plus, contact Kari L. Niblack at (336) 759-2013 or
kniblack@acsbenefitservices.com, or visit acsbenefitservices.com/dialysis-plus.

About ACS Benefit Services
At ACS Benefit Services, our sole focus is providing the most innovative products and services available in
the health benefits marketplace—all backed with the highest level of customer support. Over the past four
decades, we are proud to have grown into a leading third-party administrator (TPA) by continuously
focusing on the future of the industry and creating long-term health plan solutions for our employer groups
that consistently deliver improved outcomes. For more information, visit acsbenefitservices.com.

